
BOXING SUGARY NINA
BY KEN PEREZ

NOT EVEN NAPALM, ACID, OR A-BOMBS CAN STOP HER!



Boxing Sugary Nina

 This illustrated  story is about a different kind of goddess. A dream world is turned upside down by its
inhabitant's inability to co-shape it. A young woman is able to reclaim her truest self. Nina, with the love and support of
her only believer, the Lion-tiger, stands a fighting chance against giant gladiator-boxers. This story is experimental and is
followed by a detailed summary.

The following story is experimental: a literary style that seeks to bridge the gaps between - not just genres( prose, story
narratives, poetry) but also between formats. For instance, a story of mine might start out as a dynamic sypnosis that
outlines key characters and events and what's to come, then it evolves into a more fluid, traditional narrative. Then it
has the simple, yet wondrous feel of a storybook, the theoretical feel of an essay, the more personalized feel of a
biography and so on.

  Though I'm not adhering to the rules, there's a method to this madness: for example,  when one reads a story,
one can further enjoy it on deeper levels by reading its sypnosis or outline, and early drafts that could've gone in many
interesting directions. Or one can explore its ideas in critical reviews or essays; read the author's intentions in
interviews.  What if you can read a story from a variety of perspectives: a sypnosis-like approach which
summarizes/condenses  sequences and ideas that can go over the reader's head; first or second person narration to
draw the reader in even closer. And poetic metaphors can compliment simple descriptions.  While critical views( like
that of an essay) can elucidate, though not oversimplify the theme.

 The discerning reader might dismiss these works as patchjobs, but one can also see them as an experimentation
with a broader perspective - which can help pioneer a more multidimensional form of thinking - where logic,
imagination, symbolism, and concrete ideas intersect; outside influences and inner creativity as well. This may very well
be the future mindset - which is essential to eradicate bias, discrimination, and other isolating, regressive mentalities.
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In the future -

Our willingness to be oppressed by elitists has compromised us, which has compelled us to escape into a lighter reality

comprised of sports, movies, video games,  and the rest. It's natural to enjoy beauty, to be entertained and enthralled by larger

than life things, persons, but it is unnatural to be subservient to them..., As a result, our misguided hopes, unrealized dreams,

and untamed passions/compulsions have infiltrated the so-called safe arenas, to the point that reality has been turned upside

down. Now football games, boxing matches, politics, the news, movies, cartoons have become one unbalanced, yet convoluted

dream world.

 For instance, if one's home team doesn't win the superbowl or NBA finals, their town may very well go up in flames. Or

one can perish if one loses at a video game. And the characters that die in blockbuster movies can have a disastrous effect on

moviegoers - basically, anything that one projects their biggest fears, frustrations, hopes and wishes into can affect one's own

fate.

 The most extreme example is bodywar: it is a surreal form of ultimate fighting, which rules the world - for all-out

fighting/warfare is the epitome of turbulent struggle. If one wants to subdue both physical and psychological competitors and

predators, as well as survive against the destructive elements of nature, one has to fight monstrous, deity-like gladiators.

They're mutants, embodying our cheap values, distorted viewpoints/beliefs, and blind hopes.



In other words, the lighter and darker realities are mixed up because, rather than disciplining ourselves/ maintaining our

integrity, so as to better enjoy Eden's gifts, we've short-changed ourselves - thus turning sensual things into perversions,

and truths into lies. For example, we buy cliched sayings like 'we shouldn't take things too seriously… never mind that

perhaps we take the wrong things too seriously ( like our conformist, selfish, socially divisive, competitive agendas) which

excuse us from participating in more humanistic, empowering things - which will satisfy all of our needs and wishes on all

levels. Thus we discriminate, and label things, persons, and endeavors as being fun, depressing, rewarding, dull, etc,

rather than being more open to the world... maybe we should embrace seriousness so that we can enjoy life with a clear

conscience.

 Why are we willing to be oppressed, and how did we give in to chaos/ the negative forces? We've had the most

sophisticated, subtle kind of mind control administered on us, which can be best described this way: we know, but we

don't understand, we understand, but we're not so sure that we know, and we're aware but don't see - or at least refuse to

see - and we see without being aware. It is laziness/complacency, narcissism, insensitivity, prejudice, confusion, and de

nial all disguised as misguided ambition, one dimensional diligence, cliched positive or objective thinking - the very pop

and institutionalized attitudes that encourage us to look down on the subversive laziness that is in fact a form of caution

and prudence, not fear. Ironically, this subversive laziness, along with other misunderstood attitudes, forms the very foun

dation of the rebellion that is so threatening to the establishment, which feeds off 'marketable' controversies and cynical

'rebellions'.

Thus, bodywar/ultimate fighting is the only way to comprehend the unknowable, and to stand up to it all. And people are

'drafted' to participate in these contests, whether they're ready or not. So who shall survive, much less be victorious in this

animalistic competition between larger than life mutants; who'll master the forces of chaos, which are way above our un-

derstanding?

An overlooked fighter -

 Ironically, this stormy, multi-colored reality - as chaotic and multi-textured as any galaxy - wasn't much different

than the previous one, only people were uninhibited about their lust, greed, and savagery. A fight with no restrictions was

the way to earn one's rank in society, to achieve a fleeting high, if not happiness, and to be feared, if not respected. No

problem, as long as your hatred didn't limit your imagination; one could morph one's limbs into any weapon - blades, ham-

mers, guns. One could also heal oneself, like some arcade game or comic book character. Though there were many hulk-

ing, gorgeous, majestic, grotesque, and awe-inspiring, if not soul-stirring gladiators - surpassing the seemingly boundless

imagination of special effects artisans - with innumerable slashing, mauling, and maiming devices of sadism, there weren't

many champions.

 And the few champs only reigned for a few months, for a bout or two, until being vanquished; the competition was

that self-devouring.





One warrior, though he wasn't a champion, managed to hold his own. Although he's a cross between a lion and a tiger ( h

e's a Leo born on the year of the tiger), he still looks quite human, compared to the rest. He was deceptively strong,

skilled, and beautiful. Each era and area manifests its own beauty and spirit, through chosen figures. The suburbs with its

malls, fun spots, and restaurants, the seemingly well-lit plateau under heaven's bridge, took the form of Nordic, bronze-

skinned mammoth sluggers. They seemed beamed down from the heavens. They'd protect the fair-skinned, uncrowned

princesses from the predators and big game hunters of the ground. The cool, fast-moving inner-city, with its lively schools,

improvised festivities, and pulsating streets, took the form of ripped, dark tree-trunk physiques, representing the rugged-

ness of the hip hop culture. These princes smashed in the jawbones of lowly players who seemed to be extensions of the

impregnable palace - thus they crushed the neon, towering skyscrapers as well, giving everyone in their clique a sense of

power over their oppressive surroundings.

A lot of people have pretty faces and charisma, but it's a  familiar kind of beauty, reassuring.  But this lion-tiger's look and-

spirit transcended superficial realities. Perhaps his tan metallic skin was the racial harmonization of the lighter and darker

peoples. Maybe his balanced facial structure represented the joining/ alignment of all continents; his slightly slanted orbit-

al rims was the descending bridge leading from the conclave lands of Asia to America's. His shiny, dome-shaped skull

and big pink-purple lips were the sunlit savannahs of Africa, and the colorful, lush fruit-covered lands of South America.

 What was his main strategy? He didn't use cannons, flamethrowers, or rotary saws.  But he did use meten clay,
the most durable, malleable alloy in the universe. It couldn't be disintegrated - but its handler could use it to entrap some-
one or something... making a mold of anything, no matter how dangerous and powerful.. then one could manipulate, dis-
tort, or even ruin a person, thing, like a sculptor destroying his or her creation. Thus, the lion-tiger's foe, no matter if they
morphed into steel, iron, fire, anything, was kept down to earth in a sense.



Once their repulsive, gangly, and stocky shapes were encased in the clay, their features  smoothened out. Even his most

menacing, loathsome enemies looked beautiful in this industrial strength silly putty. And he'd pummel the clay, ruining

their features. Their bowling ball muscles, steel beam bones, and cable-sinews became tenderized by the industrial press

that was his penetrating two-handed strikes. His multi-faceted attack could be compared to a mauling typewriter-like

mechanism that left bruises, contusions, dents, and tears on flesh, thus sending a clear message: saying that he wouldn't

back down so easily. And it's spilled ink was their blood. His keen eye and lightning reflexes operated the keys on the

typewriter, which hammered down blows from all angles.

  Although he had countless fights, his opponents didn't differ much in terms of bullying tactics. In this respect, they

embodied a joint army-giant, for whenever he punched, shuffled, wrestled, blocked, this being separated itself into para

sites, and clung to his limbs. Thus, when he moved, punched forward, he'd struggle against someone or something pushi

ng him back. And when he'd retract his limb, or retreat, another demon pulled him forward. This struggle also applied to

when he moved up, down, sideways, punched in combination, or moved in various rhythms. But he used these obstacles

to his advantage, using them to correct his writhing, squirming form, as if he was exercising with weight machines - thus

the resistance enabled him to develop those 'hard to feel' muscles, which in turn helped him unleash the hidden energies-

even deeper and more powerful than endorphins and adrenalin. These energies allowed him to unify and subdue all forc

es and rhythms, whether of punches, kicks, axes, blades, whips, giant hammers. His body/limbs embodied all these

weapons; their slashing, pounding, mangling motions .

Yes, he believed that a fighter always stood a chance, even against an avalanche, for it takes but an inch for the boulders

to miss you - that inch can turn into the yards of an escape route. And he believed that one could offset and neutralize

almost any rhythm and force, as long as one is loose and explosive. When you're completely relaxed, you can move in

ways you never thought possible. You can go under a leaking roof, and dodge most of the sporadic drips if you're loose

enough. You can also use your hidden energies to lift a great weight, or to generate tremendous power; your energy can

recruit the bones, muscles, and limbs in a more progressive,expanding motion, as opposed to the traditional 'grab or push

manner which forced the muscles to work in such a way that stressed the joints.

 His mind was strengthened as well. He'd stare into the brightest, hottest flames of his foes' hateful hearts, past

the point where others would be burned alive. He'd see shimmering tones which reflected his own fiery spirit, and he'd

reclaim it - his very courage and dignity that was seized by his enemy.

 He always hung in there, like when he fought that five armed -giant with studded fists. The ring that they fought in,

was in the abandoned parking lot of a mall. The bell rung and the giant charged. The mighty, freezing, howling wind that

was his trash-talking, onrushing adversary caused his muscles to stiffen, and the lion-tiger braced himself, trying to maint

ain his balance - but it tensed him all the more. However, in his mind's eye, he put on layers of insulating clothes, covering

his exposed body and soul. He stopped shivering. And his padded mask muffled the cursing winds that screeched into his

ears. He was warm and at peace.



But he still felt vulnerable against the distant, ominous horizon. He heard giant footsteps trample through the forests,

snapping the trees like twigs.  He inhaled and exhaled those very freezing winds, and lightning struck, setting fire to the

woods - he had actually hit the 100 mile an hour change-up, the strikeout pitch, and scored both a homerun and a knock

out, in that instant, the giant was felled by a lunging left uppercut-hook as he tried to tackle the lion-tiger.

Though he didn't win many fights, his features were never disfigured, nor was his spirit ever crushed. He knew how to

neutralize attacks, but he never learned how to finish an opponent; although his whipping jab snapped back the dense

heads of mastodons, and his pickaxe hooks fractured their bones, he just didn't have the firepower to dismantle such rug-

ged machines. He was the manifestation/casualty of our collective guilt. He was the anonymous body, the unknown sol-

dier, the eternal stranger, the son who died a premature death, who was denied a lucky lady. Maybe he was unattractive

and untalented, but if that was really true, he would've given up this struggle a long time ago. He was the ultimate sucker,

embodying the innocent spirit of the blindly patriotic soldiers who perished in agony/futility on both sides of the Pacific war

- and in any great and terrible struggle. He cried the tears of their naive widows, parents/families and friends, all of whom

were mislead by their government's 'just cause'.

 He symbolized those who sacrificed themselves in the great socialist revolutions - unrealized causes that would

eventually betray them.  At least he never represented the sadists who terrorized Nanking, Vietnam, Iraq, Dachau, and

who knows what other raped land.



 Though fighters had more groupees than fans - stowaways who'd depart from a beaten fighter's derailed passen

ger train to board a 'first class' one - The lion-tiger had one loyal fan. To her, his fast-paced, colorful, sparkling bouts re

minded her of the dreamy, glittering video games she used to play and cartoons she watched in the good old days.

Watching him fight, talk, magnified the taste of lasagna, meatball subs, chocolate frappes, and double-layered-chocolate

mousse cakes in her mouth, her favorite foods. And the feelings of satisfaction wouldn't leave, even after she digested

these treats. Up until now, this twenty-year old, Nina, had never fought, but she was strong, shapely, and attractive in that

meek college girl kind of way. She knew that her time for combat would come; she could only be sheltered by elderly

mother for so long. But she had no skills or experience - perhaps that's why she followed the lion-tiger's career. His fighti

ng style was very slippery, yet explosive, he was focused/aware, and well-balanced, like a more traditional martial arts

master, compared to the bullying, animalistic, mechanized gladiators… maybe there was something to be gained from

from his knowledge and meten substance.

He had just lost a fight, and he sat inside a sheltered bus stop by the the mall, looking dejected. He waited for hours, for a

bus that came less often by the day. The mall had just been condemned because the mutants had outgrown the moth-

eaten designer clothes that hung from the cobweb covered racks, over the broken toys that lay scattered across the flim-

sy, deteriorating, segmented wooden floors. No one had come in such a while, that the surrounding river rose, flooding

most of the adjacent dirtroad and highway, turning them into mud lands. One had to walk on a bridge of unsteady boards

just to get inside the mall. And if one didn't take the bus, one could walk on a narrow, slippery, fungus-infested boardwalk

that extended for miles across the gooey swamps and polluted, greasy harbor, under the smoggy, foggy, hazy horizon.

Hardly anyone crossed this boardwalk because many fell and drowned in the deep, oily, toxic waters, where only desert-

ed, junk-covered islands, and unmanned barges could be seen floating about in the distance.

    He passed the time by kneading the meten clay out, trying to discover new shapes. He pressed, pinched, and

rubbed the clay, thinning it out to the point that the texture became silken. He kept folding the glossy material into itself,

until it became the softest, silkiest, shiniest, most wrinkled/creased garment. Ironically, since this liquid-like cloth was so

thin and soft, it was all the more powerful since it could conform to any robust shape, like water both freezing and melting i

n a space exposed to the harshest elements.



As he feverishly sculpted away, his eyes lit up, feeling a sudden inspiration, as if he'd found gold or something more pre-

cious within the glistening, glowing layers. I've created the finest boxing trunks, he thought, studying the shimmering gray-

ish-white garment. He felt a warm, electrifying  slight vibration in his hands as he fondled the refreshingly cool texture. He

realized that the meten material had been so tightly woven, made so compact, that it was capable of generating unlimited

power, like a coiled spring-nucleus.

  However, there was a problem because these shorts were too small, sensual, and girly for him. He had found the

ultimate power source, but he could not utilize it. Was this the ultimate tragedy, a man along with his discovery, doomed

to oblivion?

 Nina spotted her hero at the bus stop, as she departed from the mall. But the lion-tiger left to check something

around the corner; the turn the bus took as it came down the hill. She followed him, but her eyes lit up when she saw the

small satin pool on the bench, a pool which reflected her deepest, most suppressed desires. She held up the boxing

trunks against her pelvis. Perfect fit, she thought. A few moments later, the lion-tiger returned, but before he could fully

take in the heavenly image of this goddess posing in his shorts, a giant flashbulb blinded them, as if someone or some-

thing was taking their picture, and when the light faded, there was a vast forest fire, the countryside resembling molten

lava mixed with steaming, soggy oatmeal. How can such a conflagration erupt from nowhere?

But the mushroom cloud, resembling a smoldering mountain of mashed potato indicated that they had been caught in the

middle of a nuclear holocaust. Their city, Boston had lost the world series; the walk-off homerun ball had turned into an

H-bomb in mid-flight.

 Something had fallen on him, saving his life. He wasn't buried alive, but he had found that he'd grown smaller; he

was barely taller than the foot-high bench. His despair turned  to joy, since his diminutive stature gave him a great view of

the pinkish-light brown pillars of flesh that stood over him. They were the most developed, shapeliest legs he had ever

seen. And the vintage jogging short-styled boxing trunks moved gracefully with her silky-smooth body, like satin curtains

blowing in a gentle breeze; its majestic folds dancing about, giving the onlooker infinite angles with which admire her perf

ect lower body.  The faded, shimmering, throbbing plastic bag-like surface of her light-colored shorts added the warm,

sweetened cream and sugar tones of yellow-white to her light coffee-complexioned legs. Her toned thighs turned orange,

as if a fireplace within had been ignited.

She knelt down, her well-defined, shiny, jutting knees - as shapely and sweet as her dimpled facial cheeks and firm

breasts - faced him. Her big infant-like brown eyes had the look of a girl who just found a rare, prized puppy in her backy

ard. As she pet him, she felt as though she had her lost hand in his fine, wool-like fur. They both turned and noticed the

charred corpse of the full-grown lion-tiger. It hung through the shattered windows of the melted bus stop. She said, "I think

think this all has a meaning". She realized that when she put on the meten shorts, she became more powerful than the

atomic explosion. The shorts offered her protection -  while shielding the lion-tiger.



. However, her small shorts could only save a fraction of his cruiserweight body, and he was reborn as a small, but well-

developed cub; a miniature version of his previous self. This incident  enabled them to form a special bond: he was her

cuddly, but fierce son-pet - a source of inspiration, and she was his protective goddessmother-lover.



A NEW CONTENDER

Suddenly, she found herself in a boxing ring, ready to fight her first series of death-matches. But she wasn't worried, since

she felt empowering electric currents within the folds of her shorts. And since she was one with her son-pet, she knew his

esoteric strategies. Though she was a mutant, she was still attractive. She was a giant articulated doll, with meten bolts

for bone joints. White knee-highs covered her metallic lower legs, enhancing the soft rosy flesh of her thighs and upper

half of her face ( her jaw was steel-bolted as well). She was an adorable cyclops, her left eye was forever swollen shut,

but her big cute right eye was set nearly in the middle of her face. But her puffy eye didn't look grotesque; it resembled a

healthy, purplish-red rose bud. She was a new kind of super heroine, one who always looked beautiful and mighty, even

with scars; unlike other divas with their glossy lipstick, cosmetically enhanced features, fake eyelashes, and eye shadow,

cuts, and bruises were her make-up, war make-up.

The superheroine divas, considered to be the goddesses of high fashion, with their shiny skin-tight leotards made

fun of Nina's shorts, saying how small, ugly, and unstylish they were. Who would be caught dead wearing such garish,

tacky panties? Though they didn't acknowledge that these shorts, with its high, s-shaped cuts at the side added even

more mass and definition to her great powerful legs; and its thin, tight elastic waistband, with its tank tread-like texture

thinned out her waist, thus giving her an exaggerated v-shaped hourglass look. Its glossy, silken texture made her look

radiant. Perhaps, only she could wear them; anyone else would look fat, or too skinny in them. But they made her stron

ger, and prettier.

She won those fights rather easily, but she not only destroyed them, she made them look silly. Like when bounced that

boulder-bodied grappler like a mere basketball. Prior to their meeting, this grappler had left behind a gooey trail of

squashed bodies, but after taking his best shots, she knocked him from corner to corner like a pinball. And no matter how

damaging her bouts were, she never resembled an overmatched victim, like some crushed bug. Her bruises and cuts

made her look all the more fierce and hot.

 The shiny, metallic musculature of her opponents: their  kettlebell-shaped fists and biceps, weren't nearly as pow

erful as her missile-shaped breasts and thighs, and bomb-shaped butt, shoulders, and calves. The projectile-like features

of the female anatomy: pointy breasts, wide hips, and thick thighs generated a unique power of their own. It was a sight

seeing her pound them into submission, like a petite bulldozer battering a high-powered tank, which had only left a few

dents in her. And her few moments of concern - whenever she bled profusely from a cut, or whenever she swelled up -

were forgotten when she popped out their bolts and springs, making them leak fuel - pure agony for them. That's why she

was the lion-tiger's hero - her blows pulverized every trauma, humiliation, pain, he had ever suffered. She was like a

great, avenging mother to the helpless and downtrodden as well - spanking punks and bullies.



She's the ultimate truth made incarnate; she can't be contradicted by the loudest, brashest, fastest voice, whether of
know-it-all critics and experts, or of trash-talking, threatening enemies. Neither could she be made to look weak and puny
by even the most sinister, monstrous beings and most lethal mechanisms… like that flamethrower-boxer, whose atomic
rays and napalm spewing guns  - which incinerated and melted the most durable robot-gladiators  - left only slight first-
degree burns on her face and limbs; mere sunburns, making her look more like an overtanned beach beauty than a mor-
tally wounded fighter.

Her shorts contained the super-freezing winds of space, which turned even stars/suns to brittle glaciers. They always kept
her refreshed and cool. Her wrecking ball body blows caved in his blast furnace belly, and jellied gasoline and radioactive
isotopes oozed out, burning the flamethrower-boxer from the outside in, like a half-crushed man choking on his guts.



The pace of her battles were too furious to keep track of; you never knew when the tide would turn,. No one dictated the

tempo for long, and you had no idea how they evaded and landed their best shots. It was unnerving just being a specta-

tor, seeing those explosive exchanges, where any combatant could easily lose a head or bodypart. But she always en-

dured her foes' best shots, while reaching her target. Her strategy, her attacks were comparable to a well-orchestrated

assault on a battlefield, though you weren't sure how the landmines, rockets, missiles, bombs, gunfire, and various explo-

sions reached their targets.

 For the lion-tiger, the days leading up to her fights were mystical, each moment was to be savored. They always

seemed so bright and sunny, as if energized by her warm aura and radiant beauty. Her enlightened spirit was contagious,

even the elderly, the average joes and plain janes were possessed by it; everyone seemed a bit happier when she fought,

never mind that they lived in a world of endless misery. Every mall, highway, alley, ghetto, and other nondescript area, no

matter desolate, became a museum or sacred site, a place to cherish.And you remembered what you did that day, when

she destroyed yet another nazi superweapon. The lion-tiger

would rejoice after every victory, as if it were the neverending climax of the eternal orgasm that were her bouts.



 The preceding hours, the interviews, training sessions was the foreplay leading up to the passionate orgy that

were her well-attended bouts.

After she won, she and the lion-tiger embraced, and they'd talk for hours, until late in the night, 'till dawn,

early morning. Everyone around them became at peace, laughing, joking, or doing whatever activity, as if they were all r

iding a merry-go-round. They shared the contentment of Nina and her pet.

THE ULTIMATE FIGHTER/WAR-MACHINE

 Nina was the only undefeated fighter, even though others had more experience. She was fifteen and 0, with fif-

teen knockouts. The source of her success was not blind ambition, lust, or greed, rather it was her strong sense of self,

her meek, yet empowering femininity, her son's love, and the shorts. Her shorts healed her worst injuries, mending her

fractured bones and deep gashes like cement sealing cracks. Sometimes the flapping edges of her shorts would get

ripped( from the blades and saws of her foes) , but they would sew themselves back together. Some contenders tried to

ban her, claiming that her shorts had given her an unfair advantage - for they conformed to her core in a way that allowed

her to thrust with all the more power. But she couldn't remove them because they had become part of her body, replacing

her pelvic girdle.

  The competitors realized that Nina, along with the lion-tiger and their families, few friends, and fans were on the

verge of snapping the very cosmic bonds that empowered the near-sighted, impulsive, power-hungry masses. Iron

ically, these bands kept everyone enslaved. They couldn't allow Nina to win the struggle. They decided to create the ulti

mate fighter, by

merging into one heartless warbot. These cyborgs and mutants agreed to become full-fledged machines, connecting t

themselves to the out of control panel of the very expendable masters which they wound up embodying by coming togeth-
er as

one faceless being. They were willing to save the human race at the expense of eradicating the human spirit. This ma

chine had access to all the resources; they had bought out the galaxy in a sense, though that didn't necessarily mean that

they could control it; they could only delay the inevitable disasters.

How did they acquire this power? They used their wolfpacks to monopolize everything, starting with their stranglehold on

the mutan beams. Mutan beams are the transformative energies of the cosmos. These velvet-like beams, unlike other

rays that travel in one direction, at certain speeds, can travel at many speeds, many directions, like a serpent in sand, or

an eel in water. They can even separate themselves, shrink, expand.



These energies have always existed, in one form, or the other, only they constantly evolved, instinctively searching for some

some outlet or body to transfer themselves; to transcend our expanding, but confining material reality, in order to be in a more

cyclic, stable, self-sustaining state, like an abused industrial elastic band - snapped from too much stress - which, rather than

be discarded, could, if wisely, imaginitively manipulated, be used to form a conservative, yet intricate structure of balanced ten-

sion. Humans could've used these energies to create a virtual heaven, but their repressed, calculating logical selves, and im-

pulsive emotional selves were far too imbalanced to channel these forces, which could no longer wait for humankind to

mature...so they literally turned this reality inside out, merging dreamlike realites with nightmarish ones - this is why the world is

in its present state.

 One cyborg-scientist had found a way to channel certain properties of the mutan beams ( though not the beams in their

totality), by using metallic mirrors to consolidate them, 'freezing' them in a sense, like cubes in a tray - adding glimmering layers

to the reflective surface. This energy source was electricity, fire, and oil all in one, and it could be used to fuel great engines,

factories, and weaponry. Other semi-humans, with access to most of the world's debris, collaborated with this scientist; these

scavengers had a third of the world's scrap... and others were skilled, and semi-skilled artisans ( enthusiastic amatuers) - imag-

ine the kind of sculptures artists could create if they have access to most of the world's 'found objects', not to mention the al-

most unlimited energy that they could utilize. Ironically, others throughout the ravaged globe had already channeled the mutan

beams; the wheel had already been invented. And there were other collectors and craftspeople, cut off from each other. But the

independent few, because of the super-mutants' monopolization ( of the media and public opinion as well), had little chance to

compete.

 How did they excuse their monopolization? The super-mutants claimed that they were an advanced civilization

built on generations of innovation and determination, but they didn't mention that, despite their recent collaboration, this

unified body was comprised of mini-empires and self-centered warriors, all of whom gobbled one another up throughout

the ages, until off course, they had to settle for an unstable truce: the 'right' millions of lives had to be sacrificed and en

Slaved. This would preserve their power and enable them to consume - they gambled in that even if they buy

everything out of existence and devour all sources, some mysterious energies might magically reveal themselves for further

exploitation and consumption. Off course, this is misleading, since the final/ primal energies ( in their totality), are on the

other side, and can only be channeled by attractive/receptive bodies like lightning rods, not be sucked dry in a

vacuum. Thus, there was a 70% percent chance that this ever-growing machine would collapse, since there would be no

more raw materials and energy sources to keep it running.



Actually, some of the independent, limited workers were invited to participate in this vast operation, for the war machine

needed all the cheap labor it could get in the initial stages...and the poor workers were desperate. The mainstream labor

ers and independent ones worked in harmony for awhile, but those who headed the machine - though it had grown stron

ger - realized that their newfound power couldn't be evenly distributed... therefore, in order to satisfy everyone, the work

ers had to agree to be slaves, or only one group could work on a higher level, to share some of the benefits.

Off course, it was easy to resolve this dilemma: those at the top conspired, separating themselves into groups ( of agents

) that claimed to represent the interests of each worker party. One nationalistic group,  told them that this worker crisis

was the result of 'the equal opportunities' protocol, which allowed the outsider mutants to integrate, thus threatening the

livelihood of the 'native' cyborgs, while the internationalist group claimed that the machine was trying to enslave the world

- which was true, but it was articulated in a way that made them feel persecuted and powerless, almost as if these agents

were grooming them to comprimise; to be willing slaves ( so that the machine could continue to thrive on cheap labor), or

else face annihilation if they wage a futile rebellion.

And, as far as nationality is concerned, this machine is no particular race or nation, for the basic, deeply imbedded psy-

chological oppression which made fragmented geniuses physically oppress perplexed, whole-hearted spirits, had re-

vealed its primal mechanized face - long disposing its various white, black, yellow, tan, polished, and mutant masks. The

masses joined the machine, because it offered quick answers to their immediate problems, as well as protection - though

no one considered that the very dilemmas that this mechanism perpetuated is what allowed it to provide such quick fixes,

like a state-run extermination company that would forever be kept in business since the government had confined a cer-

tain majority or minority in rat and cockroach-infested slums.

 So what's a hungry fighter's chances against this self-devouring war-machine; how could meten/Nina's shorts

compete with all these compressed, combustible forces?



THE FINAL TITLE BOUT

 This fight was too big for any arena. It took place in a canyon, and the ring was built over a valley. Nina was

mountain-sized now. Her opponents merged into the battle fortress. This ark of the apocalypse had the guns, projectiles,

and bombs of battleships, jetfighters, and spaceships. Its gigantic arms swung samurai swords fused with hammers, and

saws. It swung them with such speed, that they turned to pure, concentrated atomic energy beams, which could cut aster-

oids in two; and its crushing, hammering blows would leave craters on planet-sized skulls. Though, this entity-ark was

pure destructive power, it provided refuge for lost souls, not just the mutant warriors.



The blind followers were so deeply merged, that their hopes, battle cries, shouts of joy, and ecstasy translated into the

most stirring, mind jarring music; the most powerful beats and sounds of heavy metal, rap, gospel, tribal music. were

fused with blinding rays, overwhelming anyone who dared to oppose them. It produced such devastation to the outside,

yet brought so much joy and security to those celebrating inside the ark, that the outsiders, who were inspired by the long-

forgotten heroes of history - those who promised a better life with their meek philosophies, including history's rejected ge-

niuses, artists, writers, personalities.

 Those who dared to defy the system with their innocent, child-like endeavors of creating cardboard toys and mod-

els as a form of protest against the belief that one has to invest money, use high-quality materials, and sophisticated tech-

niques to create the paradise - all became pathetic fools and self-hating losers in the eyes of the mega-chine. They

rejected all meek influences, crying tears of acid, dissolving the little buds of humanity in their hearts, which needed all the

nourishment they could get to blossom. Even the lion-tiger feared this machine. He was sorry that Nina had to fight it. He

tried to talk her out of it; he said that they should join them, but she insisted that it was better to die fighting than to live the

slow death of denial and conformity. She went to meet the challenge. He stayed with her, but his latent fear caused him to

shrink deep into her shorts. The blind followers were so deeply merged, that their hopes, battle cries, shouts of joy, and

ecstacy translated into the most stirring, mind jarring music; the most powerful beats and sounds of heavy metal, rap, gos-

pel, tribal music. were fused with blinding rays, overwhelming anyone who dared to oppose them. It produced such dev-

astation to the outside, yet brought so much joy and security to those celebrating inside the ark, that the outsiders, who

were inspired by the long-forgotten heroes of history - those who promised a better life with their meek philosophies, in-

cluding history's rejected geniuses, artists, writers, personalities.

 The lion-tiger would've never stood a chance against this rampaging force, but Nina kept on charging. To her, the

most hyped, spellminding music, sounds and the most menacing weaponry, appendages, and images were but bottled

hallucinogens to smash; and consciousness-consuming, universe-shredding rays were erratic energies to be discharged

to the earth. She wasn't there to avenge the lion-tiger's wounded honor, she wanted to reclaim his heart and spirit, which

were stolen by the cynics and mind hijackers.

It shot out such bright, hot, and rapid rays that the universe trembled, shrieked and begged for mercy. And no destructive

entity or cataclysmic phenomena dared to make a sound. This was the moment that everyone, the fascists, idols, and

clueless followers had long awaited: the ultimate exhibition of beauty and power; the simultaneous destruction of old

things and the creation of new ones. Nina's battered and bruised body was like a world enduring cataclysmic disasters.

The lion-tiger ran across the surface of her slashed flash, as meteors bombarded it, and volcanoes erupted. Nothing could

withstand this heat, or breathe the toxic fumes.



But the lava soon hardened over the pulverized grounds, as it was cooled by the melting arctic glaciers, adding sturdier,

denser hills and layers to the earth. This dying world had morphed into a musclebound entity - and Nina grew even bigger

and stronger. Falling stars, asteroids, earthquakes could no longer shatter her surface, because the layers of molten sedi

ment were continuously fused together - and cooled down in such a way that - like expertly welded samurai swords - they

formed into an impenetrable, unbreakable metal: meten .

Nina kept charging, though she was cut and bruised, and her hair singed, and her shorts torn, that mere act of defiance

unleashed even greater rays of her own. Meanwhile, the lion-tiger ( hiding inside her shorts) used his scythe-like claws to

snip a piece of the exposed elastic band of her shorts. He stretched it out, and tied it to the expanding mutan strands of

the inner universe, which was inside her shorts. Nina suddenly, felt herself supported by unfathomable powers, as if an

army of titans had joined her in her tug-of-war against the machine.



The machine charged, but Nina swayed to her left side, and grabbed a handfull of invisible mutan strands, unloading the

biggest left hook - that shot pulling the weight of the universe, not just her own; The war-machines right arm was crushed

because it had dropped a million miles to the ground in reverse - for that very downward distance was swung in the direc-

tion of her hook at light-speed, thus it still felt the devastating dropping impact, even though it had not fallen. Since Nina

was one with the universe - a puppet which used her strings to control the puppeteer's hands - she could switch the seg-

mented spaces of the chessboard around; she could put left where right should be,  and vice versa; and up where down

should be... and she could manipulate depths and dimensions, turning flat surfaces into holes/open spaces. The war ma-

chine sent giant jet-fighters and flamethrowing tanks after her, but Nina parried and launched uppercuts, and instead of

flying through clouds, the planes found themselves crashing full-speed into the sky-scraping mountains of Mars, which

appeared out of nowhere. And the tanks, which rolled over the rocky grounds of Earth, dropped into the vast, smoldering

mouth of a Venusian volcano.

   Nina pulled the strands underlying all awesome phenomena: solar energies, interstellar explosions, the vacuum-

like suction of black holes with all her might, composing the loudest, most bombastic, soul-jarring symphony (using wired

instruments). The war-machine was bombarded with all these forces, and it screamed, feeling itself being simultaneously

incinerated, pulverized, and torn apart.

The demoralized chorus of her fans ( who were hiding out in the shadowy grounds) began to sing. They needed not join

her in her struggle, because her victory had lifted their prison, and they were swept up by the liberating momentum, a kind

of rapture.

THE GREATEST MOMENT

Nina trained the lion-tiger, in the heart of the bombed out ghetto. This area seemed to be comprised of dead ends, not

detours, or interconnecting paths. Though their surroundings were miserable, the goddessmother and her son-pet were in

their own heavenly world. She held up bright red focus pads, teaching him the art of combination punching. He struggled

to hit a moving target. She said, "don't be so fixed on the target... just stay loose, and shuffle in while jabbing - relax, have

fun with it." Her soothing, yet assertive voice made her into a more personalized trainer than a personal one. She spoke in

soft whispers, as if seducing him with secrets. When someone else held the pads, he felt as though the target was floating

away like a departing boat, as he reached out, leaving him stranded on the docks. He could barely tread the filthy waters,

much less follow up the left jab with a right cross and left hook. But he was like her shadow, snapping the punches out in

a way that exceeded his expectation. Though, his punches felt explosive, they barely jolted her large hands, as sturdy as

signposts. It unnerved him just contemplating the power of her punches. "Good, now try the left uppercut and overhand

right." Her contented tone added all the more strength to his strikes. "Whoa, those are some vicious shots!"



Her every movement and expression conveyed her transcendental power. Even when she stepped back, she seemed to

grow. Her voluptuous curves, from her speed bag-shaped breasts (bound tightly by her shredded work-out half-shirt) to

her cherry-red, heavybag-shaped thighs - which pulsated from his blows like shock absorbers - flowed together as one,

like waves in a light storm. And her creamy-satin short shorts changed in form as well, for its surface resembled that of

strawberry milk shake mixed with dirty water, in a transparent, heart-shaped bowl; the swirling, multi-layered silken texture

trembled like watery gelatin, having a multi-sensual effect that tickled him in the inside - from under his eyelids to the hy

per-sensitive areas between his stomach and groin.  He could just taste the vanilla-frosting satin.

The filthy skies around them glowed, as if colored by their rainbow aura. All survivors, in the city, and in its outskirts no

ticed bright spots in the dense smog that hung over them. In fact, the bright, lush greens separated themselves from the

dry deadlands, and the Pacific paradise-light blue freed itself from the fog. All colors shot out simultaneously, forming into

a musical rainbow, its various color tones translating into many tingling sounds. And the boarded-up windows of con

demned buildings became glowing entrances.



All activities and experiences became one, everyone felt the thrilling high of hitting a game-ending, world series clinching

grandslam with two outs and two strikes (in extra innings). They also felt the high of landing a title winning knockout blow

in the final round. They were as contented and relaxed as a beloved elderly person, who died gently in his or her sleep...

and everybody really came to life when they were showered by the confetti of a surprise party. They felt the raw energy of

every inspiring, rousing song; they were too electrified to know whether it was country, heavy metal, rap. The beats and

rhythms were all the more special because there was no target audience to reach.

 It got to the point where she needed not teach, for her soul-empowering aura freed his spirit. Her shadow became

his spirit, and his spirit merged with her body. She automatically adapted to his moves, as he tried to keep up with her.

 He focused on her/the shorts in such away they took another form, as if they were merging with an unseen world;

their colorful forms filling in the negative space. - and that space in turn highlighting their shapes all the more... he became

lost in this evergrowing world, only he didn't know if whether he was falling, floating, shrinking, sliding, moving toward it or

away. There was no sense of direction. There was no uncertain turn to take, or a straight, narrow road which might lead to

into a face-smashing barrier. Since these paths transcended all known motions and angles, he felt new sensations, new

remedies, stimulations, insights from the evershifting angles within the inverted and distorted angles, the submerging bub-

bles within the ripples that broke on the surface   - in fact, he neither took or gave, he just merged with the source.  His

nostrils and lungs now sucked up more air - fresher air - than that of a cool downward, sloping tunnel or windy chasm. His

senses all became one, for he smelled the sweet, soul-warming aura which he viewed as yellow-hot colors.

 He realized that this area is too pure to ever be haunted by ghosts or painful nostalgia. Its fruit-punch waters and

tinted atmosphere can be an inviting logo, or whatever eye-catching image  from any era to anyone with a receptive mind.

A warm current can translate into a possible eternal summer camp for everyone. Or it can become frigid and turn into a

vanilla-frosted ice cream cake- winter landscape.

 He's never alone. There's no need to seek a place of refuge, for what he has sought is with him always. The ever-

changing ripples of the waters, the creases and wrinkles of her shorts embody all images, consciousness and their rela-

tionship to all actions. He's unified with it all. No stores go out of business here, no families relocate. A tree, river, and

person contained everything that was dear to him. It was like seeing your reflection in someone else's mirror, under a dif-

ferent lighting - though you recognize the image, you look different somehow, more youthful, radiant, foreign, or

human/ordinary.

 He realized that any beautiful thing, whether it be Nina, a work of art, the pure essence of anyone or anything,

can never be boring. As long as you keep changing the frames, or alter the image slightly: turn it upside  down, sideways,

shrink it, enlarge it, view it from afar. The inviting negative spaces between the trees - overlapping the hilltops and sky-

scrapers - can be frames for anything. It can be a mall entrance, the interior of a subway station.



 His punches zoomed across the sky, overshadowing the comets, lightning bolts, and interstellar explosions. Nina

became a silky galaxy, at the very heart of the universe. Only this universe not only expanded; it folded like silk, forming

endless, yet inverted realities where no one got lost.



BOXING SUGARY NINA SYPNOSIS

Reality is turned inside out by humankind's collective confusion. Reality has become hallucinatory, intertwined with the
fanciful worlds of stories and movies. People, because of their stunted imaginations, comprimised education, and rigid
conditioning,  are forced to participate in fatalistic ballgames( one's hometown may perish if their team loses in the
apocalyptic play-offs), or to act in life-and-death movies - activities which were once 'fun' are no longer safe since
people have overly emphasized the escapist arenas.

 The most extreme example is Bodywar: surreal mixed martial arts contests between monstrous gods... people
either mutate into humanoid boxers or they're assimilated into the bodies of giant mma cyborg-arks( thousands of
people can fit into the vast compartments of these towering robots -  the squirming mobs  fueling these mindless,
warring mechanisms) or both. The cyborg-arks are like impersonal/dehumanizing , all-consuming, self-devouring
systems, doing whatever's necessary for their survival. They're programmed and inhabited by the collective, convoluted
consciousness of corrupt  business tycoons, politicians, militarists, and other authority figures - but even the leaders
have lost control, and the machines can no longer differentuate between a particular leader, or follower, since
everybody's expendable.   People are drafted (or rather harvested) by the robots to fight in surreal boxing wars - the
purpose of which is to ensure a particular side a temporary place in a crumbling reality, while losers are doomed to
oblivion or death, unless they board a more powerful vessel before the complete destruction of their conquered cyborg-
ark. However, both winners and losers comprimise themselves during the dehumanizing processes of mutation and
assimilation, in their futile endeavor to form a sturdier war-machine.

 One fighter, the lion-tiger, refuses to join a machine or mecha-body. The lion-tiger barely gets by on his own, in
terms of his guile and modest powers. But his great spirit has inspired another independant, up-and-coming fighter,
Boxing Sugary Nina. His spiritual genius and wish for an ultimate, non-comprimising haven for all beings, not just for
himself matches with Nina's desire to win by the most uplifting, transcendient means. She's driven by a strong desire to
bypass  destructive conflicts.

 She's transformed into the ultimate goddess-warrior during an atomic blast produced by the walk-off home-run
of an apocalyptic world series.  The lion-tiger perishes in the ensuing firestorm, but his fiery spirit merges with Nina's
gargantuan body, though it isn't assimilated; he still has his self-awareness, and can thus communicate with his goddess,
Nina.

 Other helpless souls are inspired by their grounded, compassionate romance, and they're also given refuge deep
in her body.

 Her silky retro-jogging short shorts also empower her ... her shiny shorts, like the glistening, starlit fabric of the
evolving universe, constantly folds onto itself, revealing  subliminal images, world/dimensions, and revelations within
the waves and ripples. Silky shorts and other lingerie also replaces one's groin and private parts in the higher realms.

 The lion-tiger's selfless love, his desire for an all-nurturing, yet impregnable force enables her to be more
formidable than mother nature herself. She can't be stopped by the flame-throwers, rotary saws, and death-rays of the
most  terrible cyborgs... Though she suffers some wounds, she bludgeons her way through all the self-devouring
competition - to the point that she's threatening to defy the laws of self-preservation in this petty, dwindling reality;
she's on the verge of smashing her way out, to a higher gentler haven. But her transcendance has disastrous effects on
the dying earth: widening the quantum whirlpool that's systematically shredding everything far below.  However, the
rival cyborgs and their 'supporters'/'fans', rather than follow her example, prefer to maintain their supposed privelige in
the decaying reality. So they merge into the ultimate war-machine in an attempt to thwart her progress, forming a
goliath samurai of sorts, who wields all kinds of weapons, and emits every destructive beam .



 Nina initially suffers much punishment. But like a super- heated metal being constantly hammered and folded
into the sleek, yet durable shape of a samurai sword, her voluptious body becomes tougher than the deadliest alloy with
the fiery assault. Nina vanquishes the giant. The tale ends with she and the lion-tiger practicing( boxing) in an
abandoned, desolate heavenly urban zone. She's holding up focus mitts for him, teaching him the explosive art of
power- punching.





INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...


